
The Way of the Spirit

Acts 21:1-16 

Intro to Sermon

• TITLE - “The Way of the Spirit”

• I love that these sermons about the Holy Spirit come up for us, to refocus on this person 
of the Trinity, every year or so

• cannot emphasize how important it is that we are not only aquatinted with the Way of the 
Holy Spirit, but that we daily walk in the power and presence of the Spirit of God!

• Since Lomas came in December, it’s felt like the Lord is reminding us of our history church, our 
DNA, who he’s called us to be 

• Dom sharing much of his story, and our church’s story 

• praying into those things in our prayer meetings

• March - going to have 4 of our Reality Family pastors come and teach further on this, 
on our DNA - call the Series - Heritage 

• This morning, this sermon could be in that series on some of the core doctrines, truths, pillars 
of our church, of the capital “C” church

• the person and work and leading of the Holy Spirit

• The Rain

• how to care for the church, what are you saying Lord?

• hit us in prayer as a staff - I’m on the move, I’m building my church

• Paul’s Words in our text are for us, this morning

• “I am ready not only to be bound, but also to die in Jerusalem for the name of the Lord 
Jesus”

• we accept storms differently, suffering differently

• we are to be led by the Spirit of God to engage our community with hope and the love 
and the gospel

• *read Text and Pray
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Intro

• we serve a living God

• this is not just dead tradition

• the Bible is living and active

• God is not just far off

• as God said to Moses in our reading plan today

• “My presence will go with you”

• this morning we are looking at the way the Holy Spirit specifically and uniquely leads us - 
through the gift of Prophecy

• the gift of prophecy, the present leading and speaking of the Holy Spirit was so important to 
the historic church

• An early church Father name Irenaeus wrote this in the 2nd century in his book Against 
Heresies

• “For some do certainly and truly drive out devils, so that those who have thus been 
cleansed from evil spirits frequently both believe, and join themselves to the Church. 
Others have foreknowledge of things to come: they see visions, and utter prophetic 
expressions. Others still, heal the sick by laying their hands upon them, and they are 
made whole. Yea, moreover, as I have said, the dead even have been raised up, and 
remained among us for many years…We do also hear many brethren in the Church, 
who possess prophetic gifts, and who through the Spirit speak all kinds of languages”

• Another church Father, Tertullian, confronted a man Marcion, who was responsible for 
much false teaching

• one of his challenges to this false teacher was to produce the same power that was 
clearly seen by those who truly belonged to the church

• There was a church Father named Augustine, you may have heard of him

• in his book The City of God he devotes an entire chapter to miracles, listing healings 
of blindness, breast cancer, gout, paralysis, demonization and even death

• More recently, Charles Spurgeon a well known pastor in London in the 1800’s retells 
stories of the prophetic

• From what we can tell, he didn’t believe in the prophetic gifts. Yet in his autobiography, 
he tells the story of one Sunday as he was preaching, in the middle of his sermon, he 
stopped, looked at someone in the congregation and said:

• “Young man, those gloves you are wearing are stolen”

• after the sermon, the young man approached him, confessed his crime, and promptly 
returned them
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• he mentions that he could mention more than a dozen or so of these stories 

• the gift of prophecy and the present leading and speaking of the Holy Spirit is so 
important to OUR church

• this church would never have been planted by Britt & Kate and many others without the 
prophetic leading of God 

• every one of our church plants had significant prophetic moments - from the call of the 
individuals who went, to the locations where we went

• our three churches here in the Coastlands - Reality Santa Barbara, Reality Carp, Reality 
Ventura never would have become 3 autonomous and healthy churches apart from the 
prophetic leading of God - yet the Lord spoke to the leaders of all three, and they 
discerned God was saying it was time to become their own, fully functioning church

• my wife and I would not be living in this city, serving this church - apart from the prophetic 
leading of God 

• I know many of your stories would be so radically different 

• jobs, spouses, major decisions - the Lord speaks and leads in powerful, prophetic ways

*now these Historic testimonies are amazing. but one could make a case these 
testimonies aren’t authoritative. they could be made up. 

• this is why we turn to the Bible. 

• we look to the New Testament Church to see what God did then

*so, let’s look to our open Bibles and see what it says

*three places in our text this morning, we see these gifts in operation by regular members of the 
church in our text

*these weren’t apostles, they weren’t writing scripture, they were regular Christians like you and me:

• “Through the Spirit they urged Paul…” vs 4

• “He had four unmarried daughters who prophesied” vs 9

• “a prophet named Agabus came down…” vs 10

We Believe in the Gifts
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• What are the “gifts”

• “Now about the gifts of the Spirit, brothers and sisters, I do not want you to be uninformed” 1 
Corinthians 12:1

• “There are different kinds of gifts, but the same Spirit distributes them. 12:4

• “Now to each one the manifestation of the Spirit is given for the common good. To one there is 
given throughout eh Spirit a message of wisdom, to another a message of knowledge by 
means of the same Spirit, to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by that 
one Spirit, to another miraculous powers, to another prophecy, to another distinguishing 
between spirits, to another speaking in different kinds of tongues, and to still another the 
interpretations of tongues. All these are the work of one and the same Spirit, and he distributes 
them to each one, just as he determines” 12:7-11

• who receives these gifts?

• Joel 2:28-29

• “And afterward, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters will 
prophesy, your old men will dream dreams, your young men will see visions. Even on my 
servants, both men and women, I will pour out my Spirit in those days”

• “all people” - even servants

• sons and daughters, men and women

• God promised to pour out his Spirit on all people, regardless of their economic status, 
regardless of their placement in history - early church, or us, the late church!

• what is the New Testament gift of prophecy?

• Sam Storms (author of two great books, hosts an annual conference on this)

• Prophecy: The human reporting of divine revelation. Speaking forth in merely human 
words something that God has spontaneously brought to mind

• what is the primary purpose of the gift of prophecy?

• “On the other hand, the one who prophesies speaks to people for their upbuilding and 
encouragement and consolation” 1 Corinthians 14:3

• clarity - the New Testament gift of prophecy is not the same as the Old Testament office 
of prophet 

• the Holy Spirit empowers both, but one is subordinate to another

• the canon is closed

• no one gets to say “Thus saith the Lord” with the authority of Scripture behind it
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• remember - the New Testament gift is the human reporting of divine revelation. 
Speaking forth in merely human words something that God has spontaneously 
brought to mind

*now, this is somewhat controversial. there are many bible believing Christians who 
disagree with this fact. They believe the gifts of the Spirit ceased when the Bible was 
completed. 
*They believe that when the Spirit ceased giving us New Testament Scripture (which 
we all agree with), the Spirit also ceased giving and using the Spiritual gifts

• term is Cessasionists 

• we are not cessasionists 

• we take our cues from the Bible, specifically passages such as these

• “Pursue love, and earnestly desire the spiritual gifts, especially that you may prophesy” 1 
Corinthians 14:1 (ESV)

• “So, my brothers, earnestly desire to prophesy, and do not forbid speaking in tongues” 1 
Corinthians 14:39

• “Do not quench the Spirit. Do not despise prophecies, but test everything; hold fast what 
is good” 1 Thessalonians 5:19-21 (ESV)

• these verses were written to regular Christians, who were not writing scripture, but 
were like you and me

• there is no indication that these verses were only to those in the New Testament, but 
to the entire church, until Jesus returns!

• these things will cease, when Jesus comes, for we will no longer need them!

• “…where there are prophecies, they will cease; where there are tongues, they will be 
stilled; where there is knowledge it will pass away. For we know in part and we 
prophesy in part, but when the completeness comes, what is in part disappears…For 
now we see only a reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to face” 1 
Corinthians 13:8-12

• when we see Jesus face, we won’t need to hear prophecies or speak in tongues, we 
will have the fullness, the completeness, we will be with God

• worth saying this: we love cessasionists!

• they are the bride of Jesus, our brothers and sisters

• some incredible bible teachers, and godly men and women are cessasionists (John 
MacAurthur) 
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• while we disagree with their interpretation of the Bible, we love them, we say this is not a 
primary issue

• we also must be fair to them and what they believe 

• Cesassionists believe in the Holy Spirit (he’s a member of the Trinity)

• they even believe in the supernatural leading of the Holy Spirit

• they even believe that God still performs miracles 

• it is primarily the supernatural gifts such as prophecy and tongues that they 
believe ceased

• to which we turn to passages such as 1 Corinthians 14 and others

• we love these people

• they are the bride of Christ

• and we say “in love, I think you’ve missed a wonderful gift Jesus has for his church”

*one of the main thrust behind Cessasionism is a response to the abuse of Spiritual gifts

• they may have experienced times of worship where there was unhealthy pressure to speak in 
tongues or prophecy

• they may have experienced an abuse of the gifts - someone prophesied something over them 
that was untrue, or unhelpful

• if this is you, or has been you

• I’m sorry

• Jesus’ Church is a messy place, and it’s filled with broken people like you and me

• if this is you, also need to remind you that we do not form our theology based on experience

• the abuse of a thing does not make the thing wrong

• bible

• prayer for healing

• some say: not worth it, drama, confusing, stick with the Bible

• the Bible tells us - this drama, confusion happened in the early church!

• in fact we’re going to look at some of that drama in our text this morning!

• we also do not form our theology based on tradition, or cultural appeal

• certain doctrines go in and out of style
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• male eldership - very out of style in our area and time in history. we do this because the 
Bible says so, not because it’s popular, or unpopular, or anything else like that

• Continuationism (that the Spirit still gives these gifts) is popular right now in our area

• not why we believe it either 

• we form our theology based on the Word of God

• that’s it

• we’re also always open to correction according to the Word of God

*now, this text brings up some very interesting and pressing questions when it comes to 
prophecy

*what is so helpful about the Bible is that all these things are lived out by real people - all the 
drama, all the questions, confusion, etc

*in our text, we see the gift of prophecy being used, and we also see some of the drama it 
causes, some of the tension it causes, and questions that naturally come

Paul’s Predicament
*just before our text…

• “And now, compelled by the Spirit, I am going to Jerusalem, not knowing what will happen to me 
there” Acts 20:22

vs

• “Through the Spirit they urged Paul not to go on to Jerusalem” Acts 21:4

• “The Holy Spirit says, ‘In this way the Jewish leaders in Jerusalem will bind the owner of this belt 
and will hand him over to the Gentiles” Acts 21:11

• both times we see the Spirit telling the Church Paul will suffer

• we also see the Church urging Paul not to go to Jerusalem, for he will suffer

• Questions

• Contradictions in the Spirit?

• how to discern true prophecy?

• much hurt, confusion, damage has been done
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*want to explain what is going on in this text, and also answer our own similar questions this way: 
how do we know if we’re hearing from God?

How to know if you’re hearing from God.

• 1) God never contradicts himself

• the Spirit is God

• so if there’s confusion, remember - there is a very human element to the gift of prophecy

• Prophecy: The human reporting of divine revelation. Speaking forth in merely human 
words something that God has spontaneously brought to mind

• in Paul’s case - there were people who were really hearing from God, but they were 
adding their own interpretations

• they were mixing their own desires, emotions, and reasoning, to a prophecy that was 
from God

• the Spirit only led Agabus to predict that Paul would suffer, NOT that Paul shouldn’t go

• Paul already had heard from the Lord in two recorded places he must go

• furthermore - if Paul heeded these warnings, the Spirit’s Word would have been 
proved wrong!! Right? If Paul heeded the warning of the church, then Agabus’ 
warning wouldn’t have been from the Lord!

• Agabus and others were rightly hearing from the Spirit - Paul would suffer

• but then they added their own desires and interpreted the prophecy that Paul should 
NOT go to Jerusalem 

• admittedly verse 4 is more difficult to resolve

• it says through the Spirit they urged Paul no to go

• the best resolution here is to say this is an abbreviated version of what happens later 
in this chapter - that though the Spirit was testifying that Paul would suffer, the Spirit 
was not saying Paul shouldn’t go

• again - we know the Spirit wouldn’t contradict himself by saying in verse 4 “don’t go” 
and then in 20:11 the Spirit says “you’ll suffer”

• 2) True prophecy will always align with Scripture

• God does not contradict himself
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• he has already spoken, in a more sure way than the New Testament gift of prophecy

• again, remember the definition of Prophecy: Prophecy: The human reporting of divine 
revelation. Speaking forth in merely human words something that God has spontaneously 
brought to mind

• in Scripture, we have not just human reporting, but the VERY word of God

• “Above all, you must understand that no prophecy of Scripture came about by the 
prophet's own interpretation of things. For prophecy never had its origin in the human will, 
but prophets, though human, spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy 
Spirit. 2 Peter 1:20-21

• also, Scripture itself tells us how to deal with the prophecies we get from others

• it tells us to TEST them

• “Dear friends, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are 
from God, because many false prophets have gone out into the world” 1 John 4:1

• ‘Do not quench the Spirit. Do not treat prophecies with contempt but test them all; hold 
on to what is good, reject every kind of evil” 1 Thessalonians 5:19-22

• does this prophecy line up with the truths in the Bible?

• if you’re not sure, go ask people who know the Bible well and that you trust!

• 3) Is this prophecy in line with the flesh?

• goal of the spirit to make us like Jesus

• does this conveniently line up with what my sinful nature desires?

• there is much temptation to use the prophetic gifts for our own desires, our own glory

• I love that the 4 daughters who often prophesied were acknowledged

• and yet, they did not prophecy here

• they were silent

• they didn’t add their two cents

• they were radically gifted by God, and yet they restrained because God had not led them

• remember the fruit of the Spirit here - they help us remember what is of the Spirit versus what 
is of merely human imagination 
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• 4) Has this prophecy been submitted to the Church?

• submitted to elders, and biblical wise and mature people around me?

• “ Let two or three prophets speak, and let the others weigh what is said. If a revelation is 
made to another sitting there, let the first be silent. For you can all prophesy one by one, 
so that all may learn and all be encouraged, and the spirits of prophets are subject to 
prophets. For God is not a God of confusion but of peace. As in all the churches of the 
saints” 1 Corinthians 14:29-33 ESV

• we err in love, in submission to one another

• what if we submitted our prophetic words to our pastors before we shared them?

• how much potential damage and confusion could be spared

• how much could we all grow in maturity, grace 

• God is a God of order, peace

• it can go slow, 

*Britt’s Practical Guide To Prophecy

What to Do If You Believe You Have A Prophecy for Someone? (Britt’s Points)

• Pray about it—for clarity and confirmation (is this me or God?)

• Rejoice over it—treasure God speaking to you!

• Go slow—God is never in a hurry (He is on the throne!)

• Know the tendency of your flesh (to hold back or rush forward)

• Share with others with similar gifting or spiritual authority to see if there is a sense of 
confirmation

• Be willing to submit to mentors and church leaders 

• Practice first—write them down and record where you were right and wrong

• Do this with your community—trusted friends and mentors

• Pray about what to do with it (Cf. Intercession) Prophecy is closely linked to and a key part of 
intercession

• Sometimes you will receive a prophetic revelation from God—but it is not to be reported 
at all, it is for the purposes of prayer

How do we approach the delivery or reporting of a prophecy? (Britt’s Points)

• Try to be faithful with the content 

• Do not try to interpret it unless God clearly shows you what it means 
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• Be clear with what is clear and be humble with what is not (say, “I do not know”) 

• Choose your words carefully to reflect the Gospel and the love of the Father 

• Deliver in a way the increases faith in God and reassures the believer of His loving care, proximity 
and sovereignty 

• Make sure your heart is clean toward the person you are giving it to (context of love) 

• Deliver it and leave it with the person and the Lord—you have done your job (this requires faith) 

What do we do when we are given a prophecy from another person? 

• Do not despise it and so insult the Holy Spirit (Cf. 1 Thessalonians 5:20) 

• First evaluate it (receive the good—discard the bad) 

• Ask the Lord to show you if it is from Him, what it means and what to do about it 

• Rejoice over it—treasure the fact that God is speaking to you 

• Look for confirmation (in lots of ways) 

• Remember, God knows how to communicate to you—do you know how to listen? 

• Keep your attention and heart focused on Jesus—not the prophecy 

• If it is God, He will bring it to pass

The Spirit Always Leads to the Cross

• Acts 20:22 “And now, compelled by the Spirit, I am going to Jerusalem, not knowing what will 
happen to me there”

• Paul is heading to Jerusalem

• has a sense of the Lord’s leading, but that he will suffer

• “…I am ready not only to be bound, but also to die in Jerusalem for the name of the Lord Jesus” 
20:13

• “And now, compelled by the Spirit, I am going to Jerusalem, not knowing what will happen to me 
there. I only know that in every city the Holy Spirit warns me that prison and hardships are facing 
me. However, I consider my life worth nothing to me, my only aim is to finish the race and complete 
the task the Lord Jesus has given me - the task of testifying to the good news of God’s grace” 
20:22-24

Parallels With Jesus
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• Paul knows who it is he follows, a crucified Lord

• led by the Spirit, commissioned by God to suffer, to go to Jerusalem, to pick up the cross

• on an evening with friends before the event, testing

• “don’t go!”

• I must go

• “The Lord’s Will be done”

• Prophecy is to help us rightly follow Jesus, and be like Jesus!

• church, Jesus is on the move, he is building his church, the Kingdom of God is at hand

• Jesus really wants to help you, and lead you through his Spirit

• he wants to speak prophetically to our marriages

• to our parenting

• to our suffering

• to our evangelism

• to our neighbors!

• to our coworkers!

• it’s a curious thing, the people who seem to hear the most from God in the Bible are the most on the 
move with Jesus

• willing to hear his leading, his voice, go here, stay there, don’t go there

• confess that sin

• go talk to that person

*which leads us here…

Conclusion/Gospel Application
• failure? sin? how can I concern myself with this stuff, I’m so far away from the Lord

• remember the cross of Christ

• he was led by the Spirit to the cross for your and my sin

• there is hope, healing, forgiveness, restoration for any of us no matter where we are 

• one of the chief gifts Jesus purchased for us is the very presence of God, his Spirit
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• the veil was torn

• we can now enter into God’s presence

• we are now his Tabernacle, his Temple

• God is with us to lead us

• where is the Spirit leading you today?

• confession?

• direction

• obedience to Jesus?

• have a feeling the past weeks some of you have heard the encouragements towards 
confession, reconciliation, there are clear things before you but you haven’t stepped into 
those things

• today - obey
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